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"The research and studies forming the basis for this report were conducted
pursuant to a cont.act with the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
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THE NEW RURAL SOCIETY

Introduction

The United States is faced with critical urban, rural, and energy

problems. The NRS believes that these problems are interdependent and

in a large part result from the population imbalance caused by the massive

migration from rural to metropolitan areas of the United States over the

past half century. This shift of people produced stagnadon in many

rural communities that had lost population and contributed to the crime.

pollution, and congestion problems which now seriously burden many

metropolitan areas. At the san:e time it can be postulated that at

preser.t there is no opdmal match between the population distribution

of this nation ar.d its energy and earth resources. The main objective

has to be the dependence on our own resources while maintaining a

high quality of life for everyone. The application of modern communi-

cation and tran:.portadon systems and their combinations could play a

significant role in this.

To help achieve a more dispersed population distribution, it is the

strategy of the NRS project to address the interdependent rural, urban,

and energy problems by solving the rural development problem issue

first. Once population decentralization begins, the pressures on the

large cities will be reduced and the outcome of the strategy could lead

to higher quality of life for urban and rural residents alike.

1



People live in large urban areas today chiefly because the jobs

and essential services are there. Given the opportunity, many families

would prefer to live in rural communities. Advances in communications

technology could make it possible to decentralize business and government

employment to rural areas and still maintain direct ties with the urban

market-place via sophisticated, relatively low-cost communications links.

Imaginatively applied telecommunications can also help improve the

health services, educational opportunities and cultural life of small towns.

Through these means people will be able to live in the environment of

their choice while still enjoying the job opportunities and essential

services that are important to them.

This document is divided into six sctions: The first presents

the basic phenomena that gave rise to the NRS concept. The second

section discusses these phenomena in greater detail. The third section

describes.th'e.NRS concept and its approach to rural development. The

fourth part deals with the potendal impact of population decentralization

on domestic energy production and consumption. The fifth section

presents the overall NRS objectives and the sixth section outlines the

program that NRS proposes to undertake in the next few years in

working towards its indicated objectves.

6
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I. Unbalanced Population Distribution

Nearly 75 percent of Americans live in metropolitan areas. These

areas typically represent large population concentrations because they

encompass a central city as well as adjacent counties and communities

which are economically and socially integrally linked to one another. The

remainder of the U.S. populationsome 55 millionis scattered arriong the

small towns and farms or: rural,Arnerica. During the 1960's, the total metropoli-

tan population expanded by 26 million. During that same period, the national

population grew by 24 million. Of those who dwell within the boundaries of

so-called met-opolitan areas,' only 40 percent of the white inhabitants

actually reside in a central ci.y as opposed to 78 percent of the blacks.

(See Table 1, page 4). The rest live in the suburban communities contiguous

The definition oi a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
has undergone several modilications iince it was firct iss:led by the Burt,:au
of the Budget in :9;9. Current criteria, adopted in November 1971, pro'e
that each SMSA must inziude at lea:3t:

a) one city with 33,000 or more L-ihabitants, or
b) a city having a population of at least 25,000 which with the addi-
tion of the population of contiguous places, incorporated or unincor-
porated, having a population density of at least 1,030 persons per
square mile. and which together constitute, for general social and
economic purposes, a single community with a combined population
of at least 50,000, provided that the county or cou.nties in which the
city and contiguous places are located have a total population of at
least 75,000. (In New England, the cities and towns qualifying for
inclusion in an SMSA must have a total population of at least 75,000.)

In addition, the government criteria require that the SMSA include the county
in which the central city is locatcd and any other adjacent counties that are
judged to be integrated economically and socially with the county of the
central city.

3
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to the core city. As for the non-metropolitan populaton, only a small per-

centage of them--4.5 percent in 1973--can be found actually working

the land. The remaining 20 percent who reside in rural America earn their

livelihood in other ways. Superimposing these populadon patterns upon a

map of the United States reveals one of the impacts that cend-alizadon has

had or. this country. Seventy-five percent of the inhabitants are now con-

centrated on a mere 14 percent of the land area. (See Tables 2 and 3., page 6.)

Moreover this lopsided populadon distribution has adversely affected many

American cities, suburbs, and towns.

A. Impact on Large Cities

Some of this count-7's oldest cities are oxperiencing decline with

httle hope of re,:ersing their downward course. Tlt..y have been losing

skilled mide.-:::come residen:s to the suburbs ring:no, cit.F per:Thery

at a rap:: tl.e uecades. 7:ley '.vatched

.7.bandcn 'Thoy have been forced to "----t a- ever

larger percentage of their municipal 1:-....:d3et to social services ror the pccr,

unski:led, and elderly. They have had to cope with the pollutrn that

accompanies the daily inflow and outflow of thousands of automobile com-

muters from outlying communities. They have had to try to deal with in-

creasing violence and crime that is by no means excl :sive to the city, but

perhaps more pervasive there. All this the cities are being required to

accomplish on an ever dwindling tax base.

9
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B. Impact-on Suburbs

The rapid exodus of central city families to suburbia in recent years

has led to unplanned development. Most central cities are now ringed by a

series of suburbs that reflect the outward migration of population over

decades. Those communities in the first ring are generally the oldest.

while those most distant from the inner city, the newest. Extravagant

land use practices have produced development after development with

single family homes on one acre lots. Frequently, however, there may

be no public green space between the central city municipal park and

the outermost boundary of a metropolitan area. Because of strict zoning

ordinances. the "instant" communities created by -he huge post World

War fl real estate developers tend to be holtogeneous in race and class

termsconfine to the middle and upper income families. Minority groups

and lower-income families commonly have difficulty finding homes in

suburbia. SLopping centers strung out along major highways satisfy

the consumer needs of suburbanites but are poor substitutes for the

main street or village green when it comes to fostering a sense of community.

C. Impact on Rural Towns

Outmigration has left many rural communities ir c.ropolitan

counties to stagnate. Their younger, more educated res+,:ents have tended

to move to the metropolitan areas which offer better jobs and more oppor-

.-tunites to satisfy their life-style preferences. Those who choose to remain

behind face bleak prospects in the future. Of the 27 million low-income

11



people in this count.y., 40 percent live in rurzl areas, making the incidence

of poverty In rural areas more than double :hat Cif even url:,an areas.

As agricultural employment opportunities have declined, rural com-

munities have lacked the resources to attract new employers. As uf 1970,

cf :he homes in rural America were substandard. '6'ater and sewer

5:Prns in rural co--, unities frequently dr rot ro let new federal water quality

for improving :hese systems cannot be easily raised, how-

e.'er, by further taxing a disproportionately 000r, elderly populaton. Grossly

deiictent transportation services into and from many rural communities may act

to -.ieter new industry or families from locating there. A shortage of health care

prsfessionals and poor delivery systen-.s mean that the rural community resident

cen lAcks access to .a.de..ivate medical services.

What may finally alter the downward csurse of many rural communides

.5 7,rowing concern for de need to plan the use of Americas energy and

resos,rces --a problem ...hot in part can be t-aced back to the rapid

.15.1trcpolitani-ation of :he country due to rural migration.

12
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U. Discussion of the Effects of Rapid Urbanization

1. Migration from rural communities to metropolitan areai tver the last 50
years has produced an undesirable population imbalance. 1", - concentration

of three-quarters of the U.S. population in metropolitan areas places a

severe strain on public services, transportation systems, energy sources

(electric and oil), and recreational facilities. Often the spatial organization

of business activity and residential neighborhoods requires SMSA inhabitants
to commute substantial distances to work. This results in the use of more

gas and the generation of more pollutants. For almost always, the private

automobile is the preferred means of transportation to work. (sea Table 4,

page 10).

2. Economic and job-related considerations have been the primary deter-
minants of migration . The mechanization of agriculture during this century

Increased the productivity of capital relative to other resources, with the
2result that capital was substituted increasingly for labor. This led to t

reduction of jobs in rural areai which were dominated by ttatu.ral resource-
'seed industries. The situation was exacerbated by high fertilitythe fact

2

T. W. Schultz, The Economic Organization of Agriculture (New York:elcOraw-Hill, 1953).
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that rural families produced substantially more offspring than were needed
3

for generational replacement. Meanwhile non-farm industries in urban areas

were expanding rapidly arid required additional manpower. Thus faced with

unemployment or underemployment, many rural residents responded to the

demand for labor by urban non-farm industries which offered superior cxcupa-

tional opportunities.

From an economi,.: standpoint, migration from a rural to an urban area
4

has often proved rewarding. Disadvantaged blacks, in particular,, have

improved their circumstances markedly through such migration.

3. Outraigration has left many rural communities economically stagnant, a

situabon that is only cornpoundedbz the fact that migration tends to be

adversely selective. Those who leave rural communities first tend to be.

the younger. better-educated residents. These are precisely the individuals

with the grPatest income-producing potential and the occupadonal skills

that industry seeks.

Outmigration reinforces economic stagnation to the extent that those

rural communities that are so affected usually find it increasingly difficult

to develop the infrastructure that would make them attractive to prospective

industry. In many sections of the country, rural community residents are

3

Peter A. Morrison, "Urban Growth and Decline in the United States:
A Study of ?.ligration's Effects in Two Cities," Rand Paper - 5234, May 1974,
pp. 5-6.

4

Peter A. Morrison, "How Population Movements Shape National
Growth," Rand Paper - 5007, May 1973, pp. 5-6.
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overaged and undereducated relative to urban dwellers. Even though people

in rural areas spend about the same percentage of their incomes underwriting

government services as those in metropolitan areas, in dollar terms the

expenditure tends to be far lower because the average rural family earns

less than an urban family. (See Table 5 helow). Moreover, the assessed

value of taxable property in nonmetropolitan areas is. generally lower on a

per capita basis than in metropolitan areas. To make matters worse, as

Table 5 indicates, the taxable property value per capita declined outside

metropolitan areas between 19 61 and 1971. This meaus that many rural

governments are finding that their limited revenues simply will not stretch

far enough to furnish their residents with services of comparable quality to

those found in urban areas.

Table 5

Per Capita Arnnuatc cf. Taxable Property Assessed Value
in Metro and Nonmetro CourIties, by Region, 1961 and 1971

Region
1961 1971

Metrc7-1Nonmetro-Metro- I Nonmetro-
L.

politan j politan politan politer!

Dollars Dollars'

U.S. 2,046 1,831 89 3,618 2,971 82
Northeast 2,215 1,753 79 3,872 2,853 74
North Central 2,384 2,560 107 3,599 3,357 93
South 1,648 1,272 77 3,654 2,501 68
West 1,768 2,117 120 3,229 3,886 120

"A refers to the 1961 and 1971 taxable property value per capita outside
rret:o areas, expressed as a percentage of taxable property value per capita
inside such areas.

'Source: U.5. Gcnsus of Governments.
12
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4. Migration among metropolitan areas rather than from the country to the

city, has become the principal determinant of urban growth. Americans are

a highly mobile people. Nearly 20 percent of the population moves each

year. In the past people moved from rural communities to metropolitan

areas . Most migration today can more accurately be characterized

as an exchange of persons amcng urbart areas rather than as an enduring
5

shift of population from one area to Another.

As Table 6 (page 14) shows, roughly 1 percent of the Americans

who moved in 1973 were urban dwellers moving to a new urban location.

Approximately three-fourths of those moved within the same metropolitan

region, and the remaining one fourth moved to a different urban area.

Rur31-urban migration has been declining of late. In fact, the most

recent census figures indicate that the p,pulation of rural communides in

most regions of the United States is increasing more rapidly than that of metro-

politan areas. This represents a significant turnaround insofar as less than

a decade ago the reverse was t-ue.

5. Rural communities in America have traditionally been service-

rather than residential-oriented, but there has been a reversal in

many towns of late as the business function has declined while

the housing function function has not. The idealized view of the

Peter A. Morrison, "How Population Movements Shape National
Growth," Rand Paper - 5007, May 1973, P. 13.

17
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It

highly integrated rural community of an earlier age does not fit the American

experience. The classic "Gemeinschaft" community described by Tonnies was

one wherein people lived close to one another, knew each other well, and worked
6

together. "Mutual furtherance and affirmation" predominated. In the United

States, such intense social solidarity was not easily attainable given the pattern

of settlement that predominated in this country.

Table b..
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6
Ferdinand Tonnies, Community and Society, edited and translated

y Charles P. Loomis (New York: Harper Torchbook, 1957), p. 44.
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The settlement pattern was one of dispersion rather than proximity.

Rural families lived on isolated homesteads. They relied upon skilled

craftsmen in the towns to make the vital machinery. It was difficult to

identify a farming family with any one community, because the family might

typically have shopped in one town, worshipped in another and sent the

children to school in still another.. In America the farmer's contacts were

"segmented rather than holistic . . .individuatedmore so, perhaps than

any other part of the population."

This old agrarian society disappeared with industrialization. It

produced jobs which helped draw millions of farmers and craftsmen from

rural communities to the cities during the first half of this century. Now

there is evidence, however, that some of their progeny are choosing to

return to the small towns .

Rural communiti.es outside the rnet-opolitan areas have of iate been

gaining pnpuladon or at lea:it holding titeir own. Though they may have

lost their business facilities, many have been attracting "second home''

owners, retired people eager to escape the cities, and employees of manu-

facturing industries in nearby small towns. While the exact increase in

Jessie Bernard, The Sociology of Community (Glenview, Ill.:
Scott, Foresman & Company, 1973), P. 95.

19
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occupied housir.g in rural towns of 1,000 or more is not available, it is

estimated to have risen by at least 14 percent between 1940 and 1970.

6. A large proportion of rural community residents commute to jobs

in another cour.ty, so a stable _population is not a reliable indicator

of a small town's vitality.

In recent years, manufacturing has moved into rural counties. It

has been encouraged to some extent by the development of interstate

highway systems which have facilitated the transportation of both goods

and labor. Workers who have filled the newly created jobs in rural areas,

nowever, frequently do not live in the town where they are employed. Ap-

proximately 24 percent of all rural workers--town and country alike--

commuted to work in another county in 1970.

. Residents of nonruerronolitan cities of 30,000 to 50,000 populadon

are the least likely, to commute to work. Census data show that no type

of settlement in our society is as as the some 1,500 cities In

the 10,000 to 50,000 population range. People who live in cities in this

8 Calvin L. Beale, Rural Development: Poptilation and Settlement
Prospects," Journal of Soil and Water Conservation (Jan-Feb, 1974), Vol. 29,p. 25.

0
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size range do far less intercounty job commuting than either metropolitan

area residents or farmers.

8. Rural America cannot be termed in a universal state of decline, for

the situation is very uneven. Some regions are stagnating while others

are experiencing sizable growth. Most declines appear to be occurring in the

Great Plains, western Corn Belt, southern Appalachian coal areas, and the
9

old Cotton Belt of the Southern Coastal Plain. Meanwhile the rural popula-

tion elsewhere is expanding . "Between the metropolitan areas of the Lower

Great Lakes and the Northeast, in the Far West, the Florida Peninsula and

the textile areas of the Southern Piedmont, '' in particular, considerable growth
10

has taken place.

In general those regions (See Table 7, page18) suffering severe

declines have been especially hurt by new labor saving farm practices and

adjustments in coal mining procedures which have reduced employment op-

portunities faster than new employment opportunities were created. Poor

prospects for employment thus prompted many inhabitants to migrate. As a

consequence, the rural population in these four declining regions dropped
11

30 percent between 1940 and 1970.

Meanwhile the five other rural areas cited in Table 7. which together

enjoyed a 44 percent population increase during this same period, tended to

9 Ibid., p. 23.
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be regions that did not rely heavily upon extractive industries. Also, some

boasted favorable climates and proximity to major metropolitan centers. 12

TABLE 7.
Rota population. change in selected 'Ideas of substantinl tIcel:ne or powth.194040.
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(thoweruls)
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:csi-r.ic:tur;ng has Many Ar.iericart central cities experienced a

rabical populadon restructuring during ihe 1960s. They lost large num-

uers of their higher income white residents to the suburbs and were left

with a larger proportion of disadvantaged familiesboth white and black.

Problems of poverty, dependency and ill health have intensified in central

cities as the composition of their populations has changed. And the cities

12
p. 24.
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are less able to cope with these problems because their tax base has been

eroded by the outrrdgration of industries and higher income families.

10. While no area is untouched by crime, the population groups with the

highest propensities to commit crime reside in the central cities. The fear

of violence has been driving increasing numbers of city dwellers to exurbia

in search of a more tranquil, safer environment.

Regardless of where people live, Americans rank crime as a major

domestic concern. National statistics show an upsurge iz serious crime,

particularly in the larger cities. (See Table 8 and Table 9, page 20). Tha

poor, the unemployed, the drug addicts--in sum, the population groups

with the highest propensities 'o commit crimetend to live in the nation's

central cities . Municipal governments, bet g strapped for funds, cannot

afford to recruit and train enough law enforcement officials. Meanwhile

urban cHme rates continue to climb, and increasing numbers of central city

families migrate to suburbia.

11. The dearth of low cost housing in suburbia places ownership of

a home in these communities outside the grasp of increasing numbers

of Americans. Suburban residential communities have long used zoning

ordinances to discriminate against the low-income family. Many towns

make it difficult to get a variance to build other than one-family homes on

relatively large lots. By adopting this stance, the local government can

effectively exclude anyone not in the upper income range.
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Noteworthy in this regard is a recent study which shows that the

median price of one-family homes in the New York region is today well in

excess of $40,000which means that 85 percent of the region's families

could not afford the median house. 13 Elsewhere in the United States, the

same holds true. This .neans that the mass migration to suburbia from the

cities may be coming to an end.

Should mortgage money remain tight and interest rates high, over the

next few years, small towns outside the metropolitan area could attract new

residents. Young families who cannot afford suburbia but dislike urban

apartment-house living, may be encouraged to move to a rural community

that offers them an opportunity both to earn a living and enjoy the life style

they prefer.

1.72, , h cost of oil suggests that efforts to stabilize U.S. energy con-

surnotion and rediTet.t fi growth of energy sunplies toward decentralized

-.vv:iterns could be very advantageous. A gradual reduction of the energy con-

14sumption growth rate need not imply economic hardship. Actually higher

energy prices could possibly lead to the substitution of labor for energy in

certain economic activities, resulting in increased employment.

13 Robert N. Rickles, "Suburbia Isn't What It Used To Be," The New
York Times, January 6, 1975.

14 A Time to ChooseAmerica's Energy Future, Energy Policy
Project of the Ford Foundation (Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing Co.,
1974), pp. 88-93.
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Small community energy systems presumably co e partly

fueled with organic wastes from municipal refuse and therefore less

dependent upon oil than a central power plant. Coal might also be used,

assura.ng that there were suitable controls which ensured the meeting

of clean air standards.

Extensive centralization of our energy supplies has meant heavy

reliance on oil. This places t.1%e country in a vulnerable political position,

internadonally. Centralization also makes the consequences of a technical

failure, such as the Northeast blackout, much more disruptive than would be

the case if the system were decentralized.

i. The maiorit7 of Americans favor the rezulat:on ot 000ulation and Indus--
trial growth ln the areas where they live. A 1974 national survey of a repre-

sehtvive sample of the American ^,opulation rt...ve,4.1e'd that some 54 percent

the peoph government tn s7 industrial zsd growth

in their area, 37 percent oppose it , and 9 percent have no opinion. IS Those

who support regulation generally tend to be younger and better educated

th.an the opposition. Urban ewellers were far more inclined to support

regulation than residents of small communities. And Citizens of towns

under 2,500 were strongly opposed tti regulation.

15Will1am Watts ancl Lloyd Free, State of the Nation 1974 (New York:
Potomac Associates/Harper, 1974), p. 332%.
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spite increased activity in the extractive industries, rural community

its will continue to depend essentially upon manufacturing and service

-ies for sources of work. The ongoing drive to expand domestic produe-

energy, foodstuffs, and timber will produce some new employment oppor-

s in the rural extractive industries. However these industries are no

as labor intensive as they once were, and continuing advances in labor-

techniques will reduce their need for manpower.

In 1970, only 15 percent df the employed rural population was engaged

y in the extractive industries (agriculture. mining, or wood industries).

pared with 52 percent in 1940. The 1960's was the time when many menu-

mg plants decided to move to rural locations. Thus by the end of the

the growth rate of manufacturing employment in norunetropolitan

s exceeded that ir. metropolitan areas. 16
The 1960's also witnessed the

Levelopment of the second home industry. It was fostered in part by two

ly supported programs, narc.ely, the interstate highway program and the

astruction program. which created a number of sizeable reservoirs

the country. The result was that many hitherto isolated rural regions

popular areas to which people retired or escaped oci the weekend.

turn created new work alternatives in the recreation industry for

esidents.

leale. "Rural Development: Population and Settlement Prospects."
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IS. New types of businesses and industries for whom closeness to markets

does not rank as a primary concern can be attracted to rural communities.

For example, research and development work has become an important in-

dustry since World War II. Such operations have no particular requirement to

be located in a central city. As the success of these firms hinges on their

creative professionals , they tend to be perhaps unusually sensitive to the

Izerceived preferences of their personnel. Many of these organizations

located in a rural area because they assumed that their professionals preferred

such an environment and because the nature of their business did not oblige

them to rent high-price cenn-al city office space in order to have direct

access ta markets.

:anv staff and clerical .tcbs have movsd cut of U.S. central cities

the 217 yea's cortcl,!C that it :vas mere

tc. frcr. :-..eidgy,orterc . Depa.rtnertts

such as acccuri-. research and development, and computer operations

:lave been among the tal.st to move. The lure of !ower tzkes, better manpower,

reduced operating costs and minimal security problems have fed this trend

toward decentralization. Though many companies have their headquarters

in the central city, the nansfer of some operations to suburban sites has

ser ed to cut costs substantially by reducing the amount of office space

:eased within the city.

2 8
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17. Dispersion of jobs to satellite centers in small communities outside the

metropolitan area can reduce travel time and hence the demand for new trans-

port facilities. The satellite office concept permits employees of an organization

to report to work in the center nearest their residence. Assuming that the

housing supply around such a center is adequate, the time that employees

spend commuting to and from their work will decline. People who work near

their homes place less of a burden on transit facilities . Thus governments

will be less pressured to spend an ever increasing proportion of their budgets

on additional freeways and transit lines. This means that public monies

which, without job decentralization, :night have been invested in upgrading

commuter links will nom: be available for other important public projects.

18. Substantial reduction of the Population densities in metropolitan areas

will not be achieved through the creation of new towns. The U.S.

Department L.! Housinz and Urban Development (HUD) recently abandoned its new

town program. The economic costs of new towns proved too high, especially

in the early development years. Unlike existing towns which already had

a basic infrastruciure upon which they could expand, the new towns created

by HUD were obliged to construct new public schools, roads, and utility

systems simultaneously at the outset.

25
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Yet another problem of many new towns is that they have had difficulty

attracting heterogeneous populations . in terms of age, especially, new towns

often are dominated by a specific age group--for exahiple, young families

with school-age children. The new town is therefore obliged to deal with the

so-called "wave effect," that is "caused by a population dominated by a

particular age group" and which leads "to a large group of similarly aged

children enrolling in a school system at about the same time."17 Also,

many new towns which originally tried to build heterogeneous communities

have succumbed to current economic pressures. High development costs

have reduced efforts to provide housing for low-income families in new

towns.

9. Unplarned urban ocrawl has been continuing_acace since World War It

with the result tha: all oo little public or private land (excluding. backyards)

is being dedicated to operl. spacc. of this orran=y's Ilizh density

areas who set out in search of open space and wilderness for recreadon with-

in reasonable proximity of their homes, are finding that the supply of "couny"

land is limited. Farsighted environmentalists and planners in metropolitan

areas have long urged local governing bodies to preserve available open

space for public use. But all too often plans for alternadng open space with

17E. S. Lee, J. C. Bresee, K. P. Welson, and D. A. Patterson, An
Introduction to Urban Decentralization (Oak Ridge: Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, (1971), p. 59.
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urban satellite clusters have been endorsed by a county board of supervisors

and then rejected by the same board later because it has succumbed to

development fever .18

The government needs to adopt a land use policy ii open space is to remain

readily available to the metropolitan area residentespecially in the East.

The state of Connecticut is a case in point. 19 Between 1959 and 1972

--slightly more than a decade---the state lost half of its farms. The

fact that land values have clhnbed 100 percent since 1967 has been partly

responsible for the disappearance of Connecticut farms. ILlso farm profits

have declined during this period due to rising operational costs and the

relative stability of federally regulated consumer prices. Thus many

families have had to sacrifice their farms. Those who live close enough to

a suburban center to have theh- land zoned for residential or commercial

development have been particularly vulnerable.

With the disappearance of farms, the state's open space has also vanished.

It is estimated that by the year 2000, some 600,000 people will be seeking

to use Connecticut's open space for recreation, hiking and camping. Given

the rapid rate at which the state's agricultural industry is presently dwindling,

very little open space may remain by the year 2000.

18 "Suburban Growth--A Case Study," Population Bulletin (Washington:
Population Reference Bureau, 1972), pp. 2-30.

19 "Agriculture in Connecticut," The Connecticut Conservation Reoorter,Vol. 7 (August-September 1974), pp. 1-8.
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20. An increased migration of metropolitan area residents to existing small

communities, as onftsed to rew towns or suburban developments, could

help yreserve valuable open land. Careful planning now to ensure the

availabilit of open lands would mean less ollution, more recreational

opportunities and fewer water Supply problems in the future.

Many cities depend upon agricultural land to absorb and utilize wastes.

With less open land. more sewage treatment centers would have to be built.

The nutrient-laden effluent that these plants deposit in lakes and rivers

contributes to the excessive growth of algae and weed which can eventually

choke these water bodies.

Yet another advantage of agricultural lands is that they trap air pollu-

tants, such as ozone and sulfur dioxide. Research has shown that one acre

of vegetation will trap the ozone from 8 automobiles, or the carbon monoxide

from 50. 20

Above all, open space helps maintain the hydrologic cycle which assures

people an adequate water supply for all their activities. The open-lands

absorb the precipitation and transfer it via the ground water system to

neighboring lakes, streams and ponds. Il an area's watershed is based

on aviculturel acreage and that land is sold for developmentpurposes

which strOy the open space, this will jeopardize the water supply of

20Ibid.
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all communities in the region. Towns that outgrow their local water

supplies typically must either arrange to have water piped to them

from distant sources or build expensive, new water reservoirs.

Thus the need to control pollution and preserve open space show

the megalopolitan configuration to be very unsatisfactory. The best

way to overcome this, it appears, is to slow the growth of metropolises

by stemming in-migration and to simultaneously encourage present

urban area residents to move to rural communities. For this approach

to succeed, however, measures first must be taken to create an attrac-

tive working and living environment in small communities that lie

outside the major metropolitan area.
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III. The NRS Concept and Its Approach to Rural Development

Where Americans will live in the decades to come should be a

central concern of the federal government. The bulk of the population

is likely to continue to concentrate in a few metropolitan areas unless

explicit efforts are made to influence the country's population distri-

budon. To change this population growth pattern, real options need

to be developed for the people. The fact that existing rural communides

provide ample open space is not enough to attract most individuals.

They must be guaranteed job opportunities and essential services as

well.

The task of revitalizing rural America, NRS believes, has been

potentially facilitated by recent advances in comrpunications technology.

Without claiming that telecommur;..anoi.s can play a primary role in

solving every problem associa...ed with rural commumty sleveloptnent,

it is nonetheless contended that the imaginadve applicadon of communi-

cations technology may help make non-metropolitan areas more appealing

places to live and work for increasing numbers of Americans. The

electronic media already perform very important enterftinment and

informational functions for the average person in our society. However,

the potential of recent communications innovations in other areas has

scarcely been realized. EstablishMent of technically and economically

viable communicadons links within and between communities can

3
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substantially mitigate the economic and cultural disadvantages that

rural communities frequently suffer as a consequence of geographic

isolation. The delivery of health care and other vital social services

to people in large sparsely populated regions can be markedly improved

by communications technology. Community life may also be strengthened

if modern communications facilities are used to stimulate increased

and broadened public participation in local affairs.

The NRS has chosen to focus on five areas which it considers

critical to the development of viable rural communities and where it

believes that communications can make an important contribution. Speci-

fically these five areas are: 1)employment; 2)human services and

health care: 3)continuing education and vocational training; 4)enter-

tairunent and cultural offerings; and 5)community integration.

1. Emnloyment

The proportion of the American labor force engaged in agriculture

and non-farm laboring jobs has declined sharply over the last 50 years

as the economy has shifted from goods to service production. Meanwhile

the numbers employed as professionals and clerical workers has increased

during this period in both relative and absolute terms. Manufacturing

has declined as a source of employment while government's role as

a direct and indirect employer has grown rapidly. These major changes
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in the industrial structure and occupational distribution inevitably

influence the economic development of rural communities. Non-agricultural

service industries, as well as government, may be expected to provide

jobs needed to support a viable rural community. These emploirment

opportunities would need to be made available to individuals of both

sexes having different levels of skills and educaon.

The central thrust of the NRS project in its initial phase of

activity (1172-175) has been job creation. This flows from the belief

that the creanon of employment opportunities in rural communities

will be the primary factor determining whether these towns can r ain

people who :night otherwise have left and attract new residents from

ngested urban ;reas.

Getting an urban industry to consider relocating or decentralizing

to a rural area frequently itwo:Yes assurir.g t.r.e organization that snch

a move will result in a more cost-effective operation. Organizations

are often concerned that relocation may raise the cost of their comrhuni-

cation activitleo. tzonsume more employee time, cause delays or even

the loss of sOme esential contacts. It is the contention of NRS that

these problems may be overcome in most cases by proper planning and

the imaginative application of existing telecommunications techniques.

3 ,3
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In an effort to provide a basis for this planning, NRS recently

developed and tested a communications audit technique in the state of

Connecticut's criminal justice agencies.2° The purpose of such a communi-

cations audit is to establish the internal and external communications

processes and requirements of an organization in order to show how

reliance upon travel and costly communications systems might be

minimized. Once an organization's communications patterns are known,

it becomes possible to recommend changes that would make them more

effective and to identify those organizational components which could

be relocated most easily to a rural area by virtue of their communica-

dons requirements.

Yet another effort has been devoted to the design of an electronic

system that could serve as a satisfactory alternative to face-to-face

business conferences in an organization that decides to decentralize.

A field trial of an NRS audio teleconferencing system in the Union Trust

Bank of Connecticut showed the system to be an acceptable, well-utilized

technique for conducting meetings between bank executives in two cities.

Moreoverdit was judged to be a favorable alternative to travel for most

20 "Office Communications Analysis of the Motor Vehicle Department
of the State of Connecticut," New Rural Society Project, 1975; and
"Office Communications Analysis of the Corrections Department of the
State of Connecticut," New Rural Society Project (forthcoming).
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meetings. The monthly costs associated with teleconferencing (that

is. depreciation of equipment and monthly charges for telephone lines),

were but 50 percent of what the Bank would have had to spend for

transportation and executive travel time if the same number of meetings

had been conducted on a face-to-face basis .21 Finally, the ultimate

affirmation of the system's usefulness came from Union Trust itself

which elected to purchase the teleconference system after the field

trial ended rather than lose its benefits .

2. Human Services and Health Care

Access to essential health care services is commonly not available

to rural community residents . A recent survey found that one-third

of all rural and small town respondents ranked health problems on a

par with, or even slightly above, income as their primary personal

cor.cern (see Table 10, page 35). Moreover having an adequate income

does not guarantee residents of sparsely populated rural areas the

delivery of medical services.

In recent years increasing numbers of doctors have chosen to

work in research laboratories, industry, public health, and other insti-

tutions, to join academic faculties, or to serve as hospital administrAtors.

21 Joseph F. Tomey, et al. "The Field Trial of Audio Conferencing
with the Union Trust Company," (Washington: HUD, 1974).
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TABLE 10

Percentage of Respondents Mentioning Selected
Personal Concerns by Type of Residence

Mentioned as either
first or second concern'

TYpe of Residence.

Rural Rural Isolated Semiclose
farm Nonfarm town town
(n142) (n390) (n326) (n226)

Health needs and problems

*Income needs and problems

Employment needs and
problems

Vied for more or better
basing

35 32 14 34

33 31 31

9. 7

1 . 3 3

6

aThe question asked vas: "When you think Of your own situation
and that of your family, what problem concerns'you most?"

SOURCE: Natioral Opinion Research Center', Survey 4078, conducted

in the spring of 1967. Sample was NORC's standard natio. t snmPle,
supplemented by 1,000 additional interviewa in 67 locali as ir.1::h
population of less than. 50,000.

NOTE: These figures are tentative and subject: to.micor rtrisions.
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About one-third of all U.S. doctors now devote themselves to such

pursuits. Thus the availability of the physician who meets the total

primary care needs of patients on a continuing basis has been diminishing

nationally. .

The disparity between the availability of medical services in

u: ban ...reas (excluding the ghettos) and rural areas is considerable.

Physicians tend to settle in urban or suburban areas because their

families---like three-quarters of the American populationprefer

-ne amenities offered by a metropolitan area. Moreover physicians

find that metropolitan hospital facilities furnish them greater profes-

sional stimulation.

These two trendstoward increasing specialization. and toward the

concentration of doctors in metropolitan areas---have served to deprive

many rural community residents of adequate health care. Although "the

total number of U.S. physicians has increased 23 percent during the

past decade, the proportion in general practice has dwindled sharply,

and many rural areas have lost nearby medical service entirely. The

doctor-population ratio of one per 500 in New York state is almost

three times that of mostly rural South Dakota."22

However use of ratios alone, does not provide an adequate measure

of either the quality or quantity of American health care. For instance,

in 1973 there were 138 counties in the country which had no active

22Jonathan Spivak, "Federal Project Eases Rural Doctor Shortage By
Dispatching New Medical-School Graduates, " The Wall Street Tournal,
November 19, 1974. 4 0
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:ysicians in patient care. This meant that states such as Missouri.

rbraska, Georgia, South Dakota, and Texas each had more than a

,zen counties without any practicing doctors.

.use access to health care services in rural sections of the

untry tends to be extremely poor, another focus of NRS activity has

et .0 improve the quality of services in these areas. It is believed

tt the most effective approach to good care and effective cost control

through a comprehensive systems approach, which means that the

alth care system must be looked at and planned for as a whole.

iphasis must,be on prevention, early diagnosis, and on less costly

re, rather than on the current approach of forcing many people into

spital and nursing home care. In addition, people need to be con-

ually educated in order to be able to assess their needs, and be able

respond intelligently when a problem occurs.

The NRS proposal for northeastern Connecticut envisions an

:egrated operation of the existing medical resources in the area

lected, along with the technical and systems development expertise

NRS. In addition, we propose to bring health services near to

ople where they live, work, or learn, and thereby bring relief to

physicians and hospital. The use of physician's assistants will

an essential element of the program. It is also proposed to use a

hide called a medibue, provided with certain diagnostic and communi-

dons equipment and possibly a portable X-Ray unit, to deliver
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medical services on a regular basis to the some 50 percent of the people

in the region who do not have a personal physician.

ft is crucial to this program that health education be offered to the

residents of the community and professional learning opportunities be

provided to physicians.

Beyond this, it is also important to the well-being of the rural population

that their educational needs not be ignored and that increased efforts be

made in this area so t:-..at rural residents will have greater opportunity

to pursue meaningful and productive lives outside metropolitan areas.

3. Continuing Education and Vocational Training

The demand for contir.uing, vocational, and higher education has

to be met in order to satisfy the personal and job-related needs of rural

community residents. Educational attainment in rural areas is considerably

below that in metropolitan areas. Insofar as the demand for large numbers

of low-skilled workers is declining, many rural community workers will

need additional training in order to compete in the labor market. As one

development specialist has noted: "Investments in physical capital are

likely to be abortive unless they are accompanied by substantial investments

in., . .the edudation, training, and mobility of workers who must combine
23

with physical resources to produce regional growth.

23

Gerald G. Somers, "Retraining and Migration as Factors in Regional
Economic Development," U.S. Department of Commerce (1966), p. 31.
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Rural community labor markets tend to demand a limited range

of skills. Thus job applicants who do not qualify for positions available

may fail to benefit from the economic development taking place in their

locality because they have no opportunity to acquire the necessary

credentials.

Programs aimed at developing rural manpower resources are

crucial if adults with family responsibilities are to find good jcbs in

the industries that are increasingly electing to locate in nonmetropolitan

areas. One of the characteristics of rural labor markets is their
24

"thinness". In other words they tend to demand a limited range of

skills. A city, by contrast, 'employs people with a wide variety of

specializations . Workers in rural communities, thus, sometimes find

themselves in jobs which require far less than they are capable of

contributing. If they fail to land a job in their specialty, that frequently

means that they forego the opportunity once and for all to secure a

position with a promising career potential. Rural workers seldom have

an opportunity to acquire the additional education that would qualify

them for the best local jobs. Few small towns have adequate adult

24
Dale E. Hathaway, "Some Special Characteristics of Rural

Areas," Labor Market Information in Rural Areas (East Lansing:
Center for Rural Manpower and Public Affairs, 1972). pp. 8-9.
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education programs . And without these, the average head of family

is likely to be hard pressed to both support a family and commute to

classes in another town.

U the employability of rural residents is to improve, new training

strategies appear indicated. Especially in a technolcgical age, adults

need access to recurrent education to overcome skill obsolescence and

to advance professionally. Part-time study opportunities are largely

unavailable to the rural community resident. Often there is no college

or university within a reasonable commuting distance. Moreover, if

the institutions in the vicinity are not state-supported, tuition fees

can present a formidable barrier to the average rural resident whose

income is small and whose job seldom allows him to attend classes

on an employee-sponsored program.

New communications developments could facilitate the establishment

of satellite campuses and the delivery of vocational programs. Those commu-

nities that train skilled labor pools would not only stand a better chance of

placing their residents in good jobs, but also by virtue of their quality

labor force be more apt to attract new industries.

In addition to orering rural residents an opportunity to improve

their marketable skills, non-traditional learning centers would provide

non-occupational courses that could enrich people's lives and contribute

to their sense of self-esteem. American colleges and universities are

gradually coming to recognize the largely unfulfilled educational

responsibility they have with respect to this country's adult population.
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If the majority of these institutions are to continue to rely upon public

monies for support, they need to make a greater effort to serve the entire

citizenry---young and old alike. The idea that higher education is

acquired only in one's youth must be abandoned. People of all ages.

can benefit from learning and discussing together. Thus, what institutions

need to develop in the future are lifetime learning programs.

There are a number of new communications advances that would

contribute to the development of human resources in rural America.

However, these need not be used exclusively to serve educational programs.

These new technologies may also furnish the means for supplementing the meager

selection of cultural offerings available in the typical small town.

4. Entertainment and Cultural Offerings

Rural community life cart have a :ertairt sameness. The variety of

cultural anct entertainment offerings, activities, and consumer opportunities

taken for granted by urban dwellers are generally Ln short supply in

non-metropolitan areas. Live theater, major symphony concerts,

professional sports, first-run movies, a wide choice of television and

radio programs and a broad range of shopping opportunities are found

only in urban.areas where the population is large enough to support such

enterprises. These need to be made accessible to residents of rural

communities, possibly through some alternative mode.

4 5
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As part of the 1974 NASA-NAE summer study, this problem was

examined and it was concluded that satellites could effectively deliver

a broad range of cultural and entertainment programs to virtually every
25

home in America. A pair of special communications satellites in synchronous

orbit over the equator would cover the entire United States. These space-

craft could bring viewers five national channels, eight regional channels,

and a high resolution color channel for major sports, political, or cultural

events on theater-size screens. It is estimated that a single pair of

satellites would cost around $240 million. Subsequently, more satellites

could be added and the system's capacity expanded accordingly.

5. Community Integration

The separation of job from residence, together with other aspects

of suburban living, has made it difficult to realize a high degree of

community integration. The average individual today moves arornd

more than ever before and tends to play a number of roles. Under

these circumstances, different communities may be appropriate for
26

different roles in which an individual is involved. This makes it

difficult to define the term community precisely. A definition that

would probably prove acceptable to most scholars, however, is the

25
At this time, it is uncertain whether' the satellite system described

above would be able initially to also cover Alaska.
26

Talcott Parsons, "The Principal Structures of Community,"
perspectives on the American Community.
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following: "A community consists of persons in social interaction

within a geographic area and having one or more additional common
27

ties."

Of late, greater attention has been focused on the interaction pro-

cesses of a community. There is a sense that contemporary social

organization has been destroying some of the more meaningful human

associations and values that small town residents have traditionally
28

acquired in church, family and neighborhood. When people do not

live and work in the same environment, they may be less inclined to

involve themselves in community affairs. Similarly, working parents

who travel long distances to their jobs may have very little time during

the week to spend with their families. Thus, the critical role that

parents are ezpected to play in the nurturing and transmitting of human

values from generation to gereration can suffer from commuting. What

this suggests is the .:entralization of political ar.d economic power

in large metropolises may not serve the best interests of society.

Much thought has been given to the problem of how to reclaim a

sense of community. It is hypothesized by NRS that if people live and

work in the same town, they are more apt to become involved in local

27
Harold F. Kaufman, "Toward an interactional Conception of Com-

munity," Perspectives or the American C =unity, edited by Rolan L.
Warren (Chicago: Rene' McNally di Com .iy , 1973), p. 63.

28
Robert Nisbet, ''M.ral Vaiues and Community," Perspectives on

the American Community.. p. 97,
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affairs and to develop a sense of commitment to a particular community.

In addition, however, localities may need to establish a focal point for

community activities in order to successfully encourage citizen partici-

pation. This has led some towns to create community centers. Generally

this approach has proved most useful where activities have emerged

trom real needs identified by the residents of the town.

An experimental community communications center established

by NRS in a northeastern Connecticut town demonstrated that valuable

services could be provided by such a center. A survey of area resi-

dents after the limited pilot demonstration indicated interest was greatest

in continuing education opportunities and improved delivery of public

services. This coincides with the NRS view of a community communica-

tions center. Potentially, a center can foster community interaction

by offering a variety of cultural and educational activities and by

providing a forum for the debate of important public issues. At the

same time it can use its communications capabilities to improve the

delivery of human services. The very fact that the center presumably

brings together under one roof diverse activities and services, permits

the identification of those areas where considerable overlap exists and

consolidation May be warranted, as well as those community needs

which appear as yet unmet by any agency.

4 8
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IV. The Potential Inipact of NRS on Energy

NRS holds the view that the American rural problem is interlinked

with the country's urban and energy problems. Unless the population

distribution changes, the United States may never be able to realize

optimum use of its energy resources.

Assuming U.S. industrial and individual energy consumption con-

tinues to climb this could be expected to both increase the demand for

energy imports and encourage expansion of domestic energy production.

Because the oil crisis of 1973 demonstrated that foreign suppliers upon

whom the U.S. had previously relied for 31 percent of its supplies were

not dependable , considerable attention has been focused on the potential

for developing existing domestic energy res,srves. Until 1973, the United

States had based its economy to a large extent upon the continued avail-

ability of relatively inexpensive petroleum supplies. The embargo pointed

up the urgent necessity to conserve energy use and exploit alternative

energy sources that would not be susceptible to foreign control and to con-

bider more basic approaches which deal with our way of life and the

utilization of our land.

High levels of energy consumption have fostered the growth of our tech-

nological civilization, but the continued growth of energy use now raises

severe problems. The United States' rapid drive toward urbanization in

this century has created sprawling metropolitan regions whose inhabitants

are exce.ssively dependent upon the automobiles and where power must

4 9
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be produced in large plants using oil. Similarly pollution has become

a problem as more and more people and industries with their energy

demands have concentrated in large cities.

These factors underscore the urgency of developing a strategically

sound, long-term energy program for the United States. Such a program

would have to provide.for the nation's energy needs over the next several

decades while new methods of supplying energy are developed in an orderly,

well-planned fashion to replace those based on the use of limited and non-

domestic resources. Population distribution may become a key element

in such a program.

While a more dispersed population distribution holds the possibility

of improving the quality of life in both rural and urban America, it is likely

that this same approach may contain significant implications for better

energy utilization. A more decentralized population could make greater

ube of more abundant domestic raw materials such as coal.

Energy production for a highly urbanized population pattern necessitates

the use of low-sulfur oil instead of coal to minimize pollution. Under the

existing population distribution, the large metropolitan centers require

huge power complexes to satisfy their electricity demand. Because of

pollution, many of these plants switched from coal to oil, but some are

now forced to return to coal due to the shortage and cost of suitable oil.

5 0
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If a larger proportion of the population lived again in a decentralized

fashion, power generation could be dispersed as well. As a result, it might

be possible to use coal, the coun.try's most abundant energy source.

The resultant pollution would be more tolerable in the dispersed pattern.

further existing techniques make it more economical to remove contaminants

generated in medium-sized and smaller plants. Also, substantial losses

of electric power occuring in long distance power lines would be significantly

reduced. Based on the foregoing considerations, high priority is given by

NRS to determining the most efficient use of U.S. energy resources as a

function of population distribution. The major tasks of such a study

are outlined in Chapter VI of this document.

Beyond the potential advantages of basing U.S. energy production

more heavily on use of coal, the NRS approach also involves two basic

ways by which reduction in energy needs could be realized. In the

population decentralization process envisioned by NRS, the use of

telecommunicauon technology could make all aspects of life in small towns

more attractive and perrnit business and government to disperse their operations

from urban to rural These could be the primary factors in creating

growth in the rural towns. Through careful planning, homes, work places,

and shopping facilities in these revitalized rural towns could be located

to reduce automobile utilization and energy consumption. In addition, within

and between these towns, telecommunication technology would be used

47
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to the maximum feasible extent as an alternative for accomplishing activities

that presently necessitate automobile travel. Taken together these two

strategies hold the potential to eliminate certain trips and to reduce

the length of others, thus diminishing energy usage.

In its first phase of activity, NRS did not concern itself in a major

way with the question of energy. Because energy is now a leading

national concern and because NRS believes that it is important to better

understand the relationshii between population distribution and energy

consumption, NRS hopes to undertake a large-scale research project in

this area forthwith.

5 2
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V. Overall Objectives of the NRS Project

The overall ,goal of the New Rural Society Project (NRS) is to help

solve the interdependent rural, urban and energy problems, by appli-

cations of communications technologies. To this end the following

objectives are advanced in order of priority.

1. Bring about population decentralization from large urban areas

to communities in rural regions.

2. Improve the quality of life in rural areas:

Increase employment opportunities in rural communities
by facilitating the decentralization of business and govern-
ment operations.

Improve the quality and delivery of health care in rural
regions and bring health services near to where people
live, work and learn.

Provide opportunities in rural areas for adults to pursue
continuing education and vocational training.

Expand the entertainment and cultural opportunities for
rural residents by providing an adequate choice of
broadcast signals and access to special cultural programs
originating outside and within the community.

3. Establish effective community planning throughout the nation

so that rural development reflects the local residents' prefer-

ences.

49
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4. Determine the impact of telecommunication and population

decentralization on the nation's energy requirements to

establish a strategically sound, long term energy program

for the United States.

In pursuit of these general objectives, NRS has proposed specific

projects which are described in the next section.

5 4
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Vl. Projected NRS Activities (l975-1978)--
The Start of the Implementation Phase

a its next phase of activity: NRS plans to devote its efforts to the

tntation of projects which emerge naturally from previous NRS activi-

I build upon the findings that were obtained from this work.

'he approach that NRS proposes to take in its implementadon phase is

by-state ar 7:RS will seek to develop pilot projects in a number

ted ru. .:peration with the appropriate state govern-

sgenci e6 . .. apparent that if the problems of rural America are

tacked successfully,, the federal government and foundations will have

ide support to the states to help stimulate arid coordinate implementation

as wh.le usint 1:13D :,LaLe!-:' existing resources as.possibie.

'he SoLth Dakota T..,:econfe r.,77e it
RS has alread? begun ...he proce;t15 of de,,eloping pilot projecls with

ual states. In additicn to its work in Corinecdcut, described earlier,

ar is discussing a possible pilot projec*, with South Dalteta. The South

state planning office wishes to establish a teleconferencing system

uld link it and other government agencies in the state capitol of Pierre,

tir.regional offices around the state. What the state hopes to gain from

system are better governmental coordination at a lower cost and

td delivery of public services.
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In conjunction with this teleconference operation NRS would under-

take research on both individual and group efficiency. Efficiency may be

poMtively related to effectiveness, but the two are not identical. Effectiveness

is how well an organization attains its objectives , while efficiency is

determined by the amount of resc arces used in attaining organizational

goals. In the proposed South Dakota teleconference study, the resource

is the value c.f time involred in having face-to-face meetings. Users

will select the criteria by wb h they define tne effectiveness of meeting

activity. Using this list of criteria, they will rate both their face-to-

face and teleconference meetings. When the resultant scores for effectiveness

are related to the value of the resources used, then the efficiency of

face-to-face and teleconferencing meetings can be compared. Once developed,

this approach for measuring effectiveness and efficiency could be applied

to other types of communication activity. An integral part of this research

would be a determination of those factors which most affect the user&

choice of a conferencing mode.

2. Employment

NRS, together with the relevant communities in a suitable test region,

would design a telecommunications facilities for the region to facilitate

business decentralization. Using its communications audit techniques, NRS

would ascertain the communications patterns and requirements of business

and industries contemplating establishing an operation in the region.

NRS would suggest to the communit,Is what type of telecommunications

52
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facilities they ought to provide and, at the same time, show prospective

employers how telecommunications could enhance their operations in a

rural region. Before government or many industries will consider dis-

persing their jobs to rural communities, they will need to be convinced

that communications can preserve the efficient functioning of their

decentralized operations, on an economic basis.

3. Health Care

Creating new employment Jpportunities in rural areas is but one

component of rural revitalization. An almost equally serious problem con-

fronting rural residents is inadequate health care. Even if people cm

afford to pay for professional health care, rural areas often do not have

the doctors and other health professionals who can provide essential

medical services.

It is proposed to seek funding to support the impleznentation of a

comprehensive health care plan which has been developed for Putnam,

Connecticut. Under this plan, NRS would provide the Northeast section

of Connecticut with assistance in planning and overall coordination,

in operations research and analysis, and in technology. It is hoped

that if the proposed program is successful, similar programs will be

initiated throughout Connecticut and in other states.

The number of physicians practicing in the region---one family

doctor per 4,000 persons---is very small and their average age is 57.

5 7
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In terms of facilities, the region supports one acute care hospital, as

well as two other general hospitals located on the fringe of the area.

There is also a pediatrics center and two other clinics, which operate

on a weekly basis and provide mental health services and tumor analysis.

At present, the existing health care system in the region consists of the

District Department of Health, the local hospital, the primary care phy-

sicians and the paramedical personnel, such as public health care nurses,

physician assistants, etc. We propose to add to the system the residents of

the region; the schools in the area; a clinic in each of the ten townships

each manned by a physician's assistant; and a mobile service, called the

"medibus." T'ne following are the overall goals and basic description of

the proposed new health care system:

1. Easy accessibility to services by bringing health care
near to people where they live, work, or learn, thereby
relieving physicians in hospitals of unnecessary burdens.

2. Home health education of the region's residents as a
central ingredient of the plan.

Educational programs would be developed jointly by the local

physicians , hospital staff and lay-people and transmitted by ETV and

cable systems to homes or via RTS to learning centers. It is believed that

such an activity would educatepeople about dealing with sickness and

emergenciei, and thereby would enable them to communicate with the

physician only when essential and then with pertinent information. In

this way, physicians and hospitals will be able to apply their skills and

resources where the need is greatest and thus raise the general level

of the population's health.
5 8



To provide medical services to those people who do not have access

to them, as well as to supplement the care that is provided, it is proposed

to staff and maintain a small, basic clinic in each of the ten towns. These

clinics would be manned by a physician's assistant who, under the

general supervision of the doctor, would carry out many of the functions

and tasks that are currently the responsibility of the physician. The

assistant would have easy access by telephone to the supervising doctor,

located at the center, as well as to the local hospital. One telephone line

would be used to transmit medical data, such as EKG, EEG, etc. as well as
l'

for facsimile.

There will be occasions when individuals are unable to obtain the

needed care because a their inability to get to a physician's oface, the

emergency room at the hospital, cr the town clinic. The elderly and

physicially disabled, in particular, are likely to fall into this category.

In order to make it possible for these individuals to receive hei2lth care

services and also to provide the means for night visits, it is proposed

that a mobile unit called a medibus be purchased and outfitted. This

vehicle would be on call = hours a day, 7 days per week for urgent

house calls. It would contain diagnostic and treatment equipment,

including X-Ray,

5 9
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4. Vocational Training & Continuing Education

With the current high unemployment rate, there is a crucial need for

new programs aimed at attaining maximum utilization of the nation's man-

power. Considerable attention has been devoted to developing employment

services for urban residents, yet very little has been done to assist the un-

employed and underemployed in non-metropolitan areas. As a consequence,

the decentralization of industry from metropolitan to rural areas has not

necessarily meant jobs for the local residents. It is estimated that only about

14 percent of the jobs resulting from the federal growth center program be-

nvet:n 1972 and 197; were filled by present or former residents of the redevelop-

ment areathat is, the rural communities around the designated growth center.

if the benefits of economic development of a resource-rich region are

to accrue to local residents then the latter must possess the necessary

skills to qualify for the newly created jobs in their region.

Many rural workers fail to meet employer requirements because

they cannot obtain the requisite specialized training locally. To demonstrate

how this barrier might be overcome, it is proposed that NRS establish

community learning and training centers in suitable test areas. The

purpose of such centers would be to afford unskilled rural workers

access to training so that they might better compete for newly created

jobs in energy, manufacturing, and service industries. Centers would

be_equipped with recently developed educational technology and specially

prepared software. For instance, a learning system developed recently

GO
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by Goldmark Communications Corporation for community colleges provides

for courses to be delivered on television receivers to students in dispersed

learning centers. With such a system, course material is not presented

in the traditional manner. Rather a combination of pertinent pictures,

graphics and motion, where essential, are carefully synchronized with

an audio narrative to form the lessons. Through such techniques, it

is expected that neighborhood learning centers could provide quality

vocational training and continuing education opportunities effectively

and at low cost. Insofar as the center would be managed by existing

educational institutions in the region, any rural town could easily establish

a learning center. .

5. Entertainment & Cultural Offernp

A recent study by the Denver Research Institute for the Office of

Telecommunications Policy recommended that rural television service be

upgraded through a combination of cable and translator systems. Making

this plan work, however, would require the piecing together and

coordination of innumerable private and public components. Some of

these exist, but most remain to be developed. This would take time and

.vould necessitate a revision of current FCC rules. NRS believes that

in order for the federal government to be able to determine how best

to provide every citizen with equivalent television service, that an

alternative approachnamely mtellitesfirst needs to be examined

in depth.
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Many Americans do not have access to the facilities and offerings

of the country's first-rank cultural and entertainment organizations because

they reside in rural America. NRS believes that it is desirable and possible

to achieve a sharing of these resources through the application of space

and electronics technology.

A specially designed pair of high-powered domestic communication

satellites in synchronous orbit over the equator would be capable of delivering

a broad range of cultural and entertainment prOgrams to every home in America.

At present there are a million households in sparsely populated areas that

receive virtually no television service, another six million households that

receive fewer than three channels, and there are 22 million homes which

receive less than 5 channels. Cable operators consider it economically unfeasible

to wire small rural communities, and even more unprofitable to attempt to

establish a cable system that serves the more isolated farmers and country

dwellers as well. Further, the domestic communications satellites now being

launched are relatively low-powered and therefore require large, expensive

earth stations. Such a satellite system can do little to upgrade rural television

service because it still relies upon existing microwave and cable networks

to deliver television programs to viewers.

The satellite system being proposed by NRS would utilize a new

generation of satellites and would provide five national channels. It is envisioned

that the three commercial networks and the Public Broadcasting Service

would use four of these. A high-resolution national theater projection color

-6 2
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television service would be provided to all parts of the count:-.;

be receivable with inexpensive ground equipment. The fifth national channel,

combined with a reserved sixth channel, will increase the bandwidth from

the standard 40 MHz to the 30 MHz required for the high-resolution signal.

In total there would be twelve 40 MHz channels provided, corres-

ponding to a total of 480 MHz which would fit into the 500 MHz spectrum

assigned for the air to ground signals in the 12 GHz band.

The satellite pair would also have eight additional, high-power

regional channels and local transponders. These would be used to provide

local television service to all rural areas in the United States. The satellites

would serve four geographic regions, corresponding roughly to the four

U.S. time zones. The number of channels apportioned to each individual

region. Le. four for the Eastern zone, two for the Middle West, one for the

Rocky Mountain states; and one for the Far West--relates to the numbers

of states in each zone. In other words, the Far Western region (time zone

1), which includes five states, and the Rocky Mountain region, which

covers six states, would each be served by a single transponder; the

Midwestern region, with fourteen states, would be served by two tzans-

ponders; and the Eastern region, with twenty-three states, would be

covered by four transponders.

Between 7 A.M. and 11 P.M., approximately five, half-hour broadcast

time-periods would be allocated each day to every state. Thus every state
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could originate its own daily program which would be received by all other

ctates in the particular time zone.

The addition of another pair of satellites would double the Rural-

&t. system's channel capacity. In order to obtain full benefit from the added

re.gional channels for instructional purposesespecially for lifetime learning

prog..-ams or vocational educationit is proposed that small learning centers

bz established in rural communities. These could be located almost anywhere---

in churches, schools, firehouses, libraries---to provide maximum accessibility

vo the community residents . The regional transmitters would be utilized

tc transmit instructional courses during the night, when they usually would

not be in service. Using the recently developed RTS system, it would be

possible to transmit in a compressed manner several hundred different half-

hour lessons per regional transmitter, utilizing the RTS sound and still

picture type of presentation. From these transmissions, learning centers

could select and store electronically lessons to be played back when needed

during the daydme. Insofar as each regional transmitter serves approximately

live states, each state could contribute up to 65 of its own programs per

night. Thus, given sufficient program material, some 380 different lessons

could be transmitted during a six-day week by each state and be received

by every learning center.in the region.
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6. Energy

As was stressed earlier in this paper, NRS considers the energy

problem as one that is directly related to this country's urban and rural

problems. Thus NRS believes it is urgent to examine how different popu-

lation distributions might influence the efficient use of energy in America.

Accordingly the project outlined in the following is proposed.

The Most Efficient Use of U.S . Energy Resources as A Function
of Greater Population Distribution

1. Broad Description of the Energy Problem in Light of Severe Time
and Cost Constraints

Available Conventional Energy Resources For the Next 100 years.

A. Location, Amount and Accessibility of Domestic Energy
Reserves

B. Cost of Ext-action and Conversion

C. Environmental Constraints
1. land reclamation considerations
2. pollution considerations

III. Present and Future Projected U .5 . Energy Needs, through the year
2000, (for homes, business industry, h-avel, and transportation)

A. Assuming the Present Population Distribution, With
75 percent in Metropolitan Areas and 25 percent in
Rural Areas.

B. Assuming varying degrees of.NRS population distribUtion up to
50 percent in Metropolitan Areas, and 50 percent in Rural Areas.

6 5
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IV. Based on the above, determine the most cost effective means of
supplying the energy needs under a range of population distributions
assuming the maximum feasible reliance on domestic resources. Make
assessments for the following conditions:

1 -the current population distribution
2 -the same projected to the year 2000
3 -varying degrees of dispersed population (as defined under

UI B) projected in 10 year intervals from now to year 2000.

V. In evaluating the effect of population distribution on energy
utilization the following factors and their interaction will be
considered.

1. The type and amount of resources user: against known
energy resource reserves

2. The cost of acquiring and processing the needed
resources for the different population distributions
(take into account construction of new extraction
facilities, power plants, and material and energy
distribution systems.)

3. Maintenance of acceptable pollution levels.

4. Degree of national self-sufficiency that would result
from the alternative energy systems.

5. Capital requirements for conversion of existing and
construction of new facilities for the different energy
systems.

6. Effects of population distribution on pollution levels
generated by electric power plants.

7. Effects of population distribution on pollution levels
geizerated by automobiles and possible impact on
greater fuel efficiency.

8 Environmental_implications_of strip_mining under. the
various energy systems proposed above.
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7. Steps Toward The Initiation of a Collaborative NRS Program
with East Asian Countries

At the request of the International Christian University, members of

the NRS team visited Tokyo in May 1975 to lecture on the New Rural

Society project and to participate in international discussions on this subject.

The purpose of the conference was to bring together individuals from Asian

countries, namely, Japan, South Korea, and the Philippines, in order to

discuss the problems of population in the large metropolitan areas, and to

suggest alternatives for redistribution of population into smaller communities.

Remarks by most of the participants centered around economic and

political strategies ior altering the history of migration from the smaller

rural areas to the larger cities. Because the problems in Southeast Asia

are somewhat different from those in North America, such as size of country

and transportation networks to name but two, the nature of the needs and

their dimensions are of course different. However,, Japan and the

United States share many of the same problems. The Southeast Asian

people have difficulty discouraging the population from coming to the

city while in the United States the problem is to encourage individuals

to leave the cities and settle in rural areas.

At the end of this symposium on "Urbanization, Population

and Development in Asia", NRS proposed that a pilot project be undertaken

in a specified rural area in each of the four countries concerned: Japan,

South Korea, the Philippines and the United States, in order to apply results
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of NRS studies to uPgrade rural life as well as to demonstrate the value of

international understanding and cooperation in ar.e.as affecting the popu-

lation itself.

The objective of the plan would be to upgrade the quality of life

according to five criteria:

1. Employment opportunities

2. Health services

3. Education

4. Cultural, entertainment and recreational opportunities

5. Community involvement and leadership

In each of the four countries a relationship between a rural area and

an appropriately related metropolitan region would be established

assuring its involvement in the rural development process.

In order for such a program to be executed successfully, it would be

important to obtain from the beginning the full sanction and cooperation

of the respective government and local authorities in each of the countries

selected. The objectives of each of the four projects must be clearly defined,

and tailored to meet the needs of the individual countries and region. The

project will require interdisciplinary staffing and excellent management.

The talents among the participants should represent technical, economical.

and social science disciplines and must provide imaginative solutions to

reach tangible and meaningful objectives within the shortest possible time.
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an overall organization it is proposed that the entire program be

nto four phases. The first phase would be for preliminary

)ns and planning, starting immediately, and culminating in a meeting

d late this year at a place to be agreed upon by the pardcipants.

)int meeting, it would be anticipated that funding sources from

ae participating countries for the one year-study will have been

which then would be the second phase.

is estimated that a closely coordinated study by the four-country

one year would be necessary in order to prepare for the actual

ttation of the pilot operations. The results would define precisely

.e, scope and location of the four rural pilot operations together

s, funding sources and timJ periods.

:e Phase M would be the execution of the four 'parallel pilot

ts, based upon,the plans of Phase II.

ase IV would be national implementation of rural programs following

ts of Phase III operations.

order to ensure the success of such a program, it must be clearly

od that each country would contribute manpower and funding so that

e project is truly a collaborative effort. One of the organizations

nded the symposium in Japan (the Asian Foundation) expressed

.n helping support this program.
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